First Floor unmitigated assessment: where there is an impact significance of Moderate Adverse or worse and the mitigation threshold is exceeded.

- Brimmond Lodge, Bucksburn (Design Year)
- Lyndmoor, Pitmedden Road, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Tillybrig, Pitmedden Road, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 2 Bogenjoss, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Upper Kirkton, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Parkhill Cottage, Parkhill Pumping Station, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Nether Kirkton, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Parkview, Dyce (Design Year)
- Bungalow, Parkhill, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Kinnaird, Parkhill, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Beech Cottage, Parkhill, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Waulkmill Croft, Newmachar (Design Year)
- Corsehill House, Newmachar (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Birchehill, Corsehill, Newmachar (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Roselea, Parkhill, Newmachar (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 1 Little Goval Cottages, Parkhill, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 2 Lochgreens Cottages, Dyce (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 1 Walton Farm Cottages, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 2 Walton Farm Cottages, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Greenacres, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Hill Crest, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 1 Walton View, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 2 Walton View, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 3 Walton View, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 4 Walton View, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Tulloch, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Tulloch, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Tulloch, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Tulloch, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 3 Craibstone Farm Cottages, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 4 Craibstone Farm Cottages, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 5 Craibstone Farm Cottages, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 6 Craibstone Farm Cottages, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 7 Craibstone Farm Cottages, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 8 Craibstone Farm Cottages, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Mackie Hall House, Bucksburn (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Easter Hatton, Balmedie (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Middleton Farm, Bridge Of Don (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Middlefield Farmhouse, Bridge Of Don (Design Year)
- 1 Wester Hatton Cottages, Balmedie (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- 2 Wester Hatton Cottages, Balmedie (Year of Opening, Design Year)
- Millden Steading West, Balmedie (Year of Opening, Design Year)